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So I was asked to do a better depiction / description of the tribes
and the situation on the Annunaki home world and how it came to
be on earth. I explained this before but there are several aspects I
plan on tying into it in regards to the blood types.
As I explained before humanity is a race of it's own accord that is a
genetic hybridization of Feline, Canine, Reptilian, Simian and
Swine. When Ea created humanity he was tasked with how to
create beings that were 'dumbed down' Gods, so to speak, by
putting restrictions / encryption into the genetic code as well as
remove a chromosome and edit several others. The original
Neanderthals were Dog / Cat / Simian hybrids and could not speak.
They were fairly intelligent but genetically deﬁcient in speech. This
led to regression and in realizing this Ea needed to 'upgrade' their
genetic codes by mating with the Neanderthals he created thereby
creating the Denisovan race who were human 2.0 and highly
intelligent and capable of speech. This caused turmoil among the
Annunaki because they now had a species with intelligence
capable of self realization / thoughts / wills of their own.
After Marduk decided to marry one of the human females, the Igigi
immediately plotted to invade earth and do the same. Shamgaz,
Marduk's second in Command and leader of the Igigi / Seraphim
decided to have his daughters marry Marduk's sons, and this
created beings who were now hybrids of the three races we were
derived from. Osiris / Set married two Igigi women and Horus was
created out of revenge to kill Set aka Odin vs Loki.
This led to the war between the Satanic Igigi who followed Satan /
Set / Saturn and the Igigi who still followed Horus / Marduk.
This war is still taking place and was histrically known as the
Atlantean / Titan War.
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Let me explain several aspects of the blood now. There are actually
two diﬀerent A types, one originally belonging to the Pleiadian
tribes known as the type one A+ and then there are a rarer A- two
type A type that are derived from the Royal White Draco, of which
many followed Marduk / Horus and were most common during the
days of Atlantis, which is why I said there are White Dragons that
fought with Borr/Marduk/Amun-Ra, Horus/Odin and
Horon/Hercules/Thor during the Atlantean War and your blood
types are likely the type two A type which is tied to the RH-.
Now there are three Os which explains why I stated Ea had to use
two diﬀerent Simian templates to create compatibility for both the
Pleaidian and Sirian types which were A+ and B+. The third O type
is derived from the O- Igigi and is a dragon / reptilian blood type by
comparison to the two O+ Simian types which were Apes and
Chimps. In order to genetically splice and have the reptilian /
mammalian hybrids become stable they used swine DNA to
alleviate the genetic incompatibility issues. Rhesus monkeys were
actually failed attempts at creating humans made by Ea/Thoth.
Most don't realize this but Tehuti / Thoth / Hermes was actually the
master geneticist and in terms of intelligence was the greatest
mind among the Annunaki people. Ninmah, Ea's half sister bore the
ﬁrst humanoid ever created on earth and none of us would be here
without her.
There is only ONE B TYPE WHICH IS THE SIRIAN AND IS THE
HIGHEST NATURAL VIBRATION ON EARTH AND BELONG THE
AFROASIATIC B+ TYPE. INDIA IS 38% B+ AND HAS SOME OF THE
BLACKEST PEOPLE ON EARTH. THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS
'AFRICAN' IF YOU ARE MELANATED, YOU ARE PART SIRIAN,
REGARDLESS. That being said there are plenty of Sirian / Pleiadian
and Sirian / Draco hybrids. Asiatics are often Pleiadian / Sirian
hybrids which a bit of Draco due to Ghengis Khan being B-. Until
people recognize these key diﬀerences we are going to continue to
have problems.
The evil race on earth are the original Seraphim / Igigi who came
down and found Lilith with Cain and created hybrids after ﬁnding
out Cain was in exile for murder and Lilith told Adam to get bent
and wanted nothing to do with him. There is a reason the Church
removed her, because she didn't ﬁt the typical submissive
narrative that Loki demanded of his women. Read the Talmud's
view on women and you will ﬁnd out real quick, these beings
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weren't kind to their females but they worshiped Lilith and Cain.
Stuart
These are were the Drow, the Satyr, the Dark Elves, the evil
Grigori, the corrupted Nephilim, etc. These same blood lines are
the exact same ones killing, raping, eating the children of their
enemies to this very day, as veriﬁed through the Epstein case.
These are the Satanic D2 / J1 Haplogroup Jews.
The reason the Igigi ended up in servitude of the Annanki in the
ﬁrst place was due to the Lyran Wars. The Alpha Draconians
attacked the Lyran / Pleiadian millions of years ago, as well as the
Sirians. The Draco conquer worlds, but ran into an issue when the
Lyran / Vegan alliance defeated them in battle long before earth of
humanity was ever thought of. This lead to the formation of
Emerald Council aka the Council of Five which is under the
direction of the Arcturians who mediated the terms of the
agreements. The Annunaki home world as a result consisted of
these three races. The Lyrans/Pleadians were considered the
leaders under Anu, whilst the Sirians acted as their council /
wisemen, and the defeated Draco as a warrior caste primarily used
for combat / wars / building under Marduk's command. There were
Royal White Draco among their society that acted as their chief
scientists and worked closely with the Sirian Council of Elders. Most
do not know this, but the Draco, whilst yes, are conquerors /
warriors, they are not butchers and will not kill needlessly because
that in itself is irrational / illogical, something the Draco are not.
These corrupted hybrids on earth are corrupted because they now
possess the emotional states they never once possessed and now
thrive and feed on energy, primarily negative due to this
hybridization, and are not like their Alpha Draconian counterparts
who ﬁnd them as revolting as the humans do and just as pissed for
them bringing dishonor to their race. The Draco are ruthless but
still possess a honor and recognize and acknowledge any race
capable of defeating them in combat. In terms of the heirachy, the
Draco / Lyrans love/hate each other whilst the Sirians play
peacekeepers and try and keep them from killing each other,
because neither back down in a ﬁght. This exact scenario is playing
out on earth again. Hope this explains things I have not before.
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Nick Panos E1b1b, is found in the Northern Tip of Africa,
it's a dark skinned haplogroup.. Ramesses III, was the ﬁrst
Pharaoh of the 19th Dynasty, the 18th Dynasty were all R1b
Caucasian haplogroup.. E1b1b took over as Pharaoh's
starting after the Sea People (Phoenician's) were expelled
from Egypt by Ramesses III at the start of the 19th..
You're suggesting Charlemange and Trump, are E1b1b?
Obama was E1b1b allegedly.. but Trump? Got a source for
this? (Or anything else you post as fact?)
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Hide 12 Replies
Albert Freud You can literally trace their lines back to
the Pharoahs of Egypt, and it has been done for years.
If you want me to spend the next 15 minutes on
Google reposting the information you can look up
yourself, it's not likely going to happen, now or ever.
Like · Reply · 39w

6

Albert Freud R1b / R1a is Marduk's blood lines, whilst
the E1b1b1 are hybrids that came from his blood line
mixing with the Igigi.
Like · Reply · 39w

3

Albert Freud Horites, being half Igigi, became the
Blood Elves, and were often Vampiric. Thor was half
Igigi. http://www.merrylinmuseum.com/the-childpharaoh-menes
MERRYLINMUSEUM.COM

The Child Pharaoh Menes —
Merrylin Cryptid Museum
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Nick Panos I've done this line of research myself, Stuart
that's why I commented.. sure you can trace both
E1b1b and R1b back to Egypt.. but there were
Dynasties at War with one another.. R1b.. the
caucasians rule ended with the 18th Dynasty.. then
there were kicked out by E1b1b, ie. Ramesses III..
I asked how you got E1b1b for Trump.. as I didn't ﬁnd
any facts conﬁrming that..
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It's simple to go on wikipedia and look up a list of
mummy dna results.. most of the time we only get
YDNA, because their trying to hide the matrilineal
descent.. mtDNA.. If you have proof that Trump and
Charlemange were E1b1b, that's big and I'd like to see
it..
Anyone can write a book, or suggest something
speculatively.. but anyone that expects to be taken
serious in this ﬁeld needs to check their sources and
back them up with evidence.. I do my own research,
and I don't accept something until I've fact checked
it..
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Makes navigating your theories diﬃcult to do when
you don't list a source for each claim you make..
I'm trying to help you out here.. and test the solidity of
your story..
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Nick Panos Here's an example of what I mean.. the
research I've done tracing R1b haplogroup throughout
europe.. with sources included for each point:
https://m.facebook.com/story/graphql_permalink/...
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Albert Freud Still working on this. Jacob and Esau
progenitors of the E1b1b1 and tied to 13th Tribe of
Dan which is where your Merovingian Kings originate
from which is the Frankish line of Charlemagne.
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4

Albert Freud Just tagged you in a post because the
Hebrew Israelites have an entirely diﬀerent version of
history and state whites are lying and hiding the truth,
so this convo may end up longer than expected.
Like · Reply · 39w
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Nick Panos Yeah, there's always a conﬂict there.. The
Stuart
whole story around Moses from the Egyptian
perspective says a completely diﬀerent set of events
around it there..
Have you ever read Manetho's History of Egypt? Lot's
of great information contained there, and I'm wholly
convinced he's been slandered and discredited for
telling the truth exactly as it was recorded.. but
Josephus Flavius and his Roman captors would have
beneﬁted much from the story being told the way they
spin it..
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Things like this are found in Manetho's work:
"But, instead of joining battle, 246 he decided that he
must not ﬁght against the gods, and made a hasty
retreat to Memphis."
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This refers to the Hyksos people ruled the 17th
Dynasty, and had taken up residence in Jerusalem
after expelled from Egypt by Tothmoses at the
beginning of the 18th Dynasty..

Like

Amenophis III (Amenhotep III) saw that 'the gods,' had
joined Osarseph (Moses) and his army of quarry
slaves, aka. the Jews.. As they were the peoples
enslaved in Egypt at the time just before the Exodus..
So they were a separate people from those Hyksos
who were inhabiting Jerusalem .. According to
Manetho the historical record states that Amenophis
III called the Hyksos 'the gods,' at that point and time..
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Amenophis and his lineage were of the R1b Y-DNA..
this is the same for Akhenaten, Tutankhamen, and all
Amenophis' and other leaders of the 18th Dynasty..
E1b1b is Ramesses III (Ramesses I & II were still of
R1b descent)..
The R1b's of the Exodus ended up in Northern Spain
(Basque region) and throughout Brittania.. Welsh and
Hebrew have so many fundamental comparisons,
expert linguistics have stated the chance of them
being mere coincidence is impossible.. The languages
share an origin.. Plus the Celtic myths all support this
migration, and the genetic tests prove the ancestry..
I haven't traced the E1b1b's yet, and it's certainly
deserving of a closer look, I had planned to give it one
for some time.. I wanted to content myself with my
knowledge of the R1b, as that is either Tribe of Dan, or
a group of usurpers wanting to convince everyone
they are the rightful Judges.. All evidence points to the
contrary, because they do a terrible job at guiding and
assisting humanity in their evolution, and I don't sense
a shred of light, or even balance for that matter,
within any of them.. They all appear to have lost their
way, and are too stubborn to admit fault or accept
responsibility, and all the world suﬀers because of it..
Not very Divine at all imo..
This is a great resource for exploring Manetho's
History of Egypt, with excellent footnotes throughout..
This document helped me immensely, to wrap my
head around the counter-perspective (and I suggest
the far more accurate one) of the events that took
place around this most critical time period in human
history.. If we can ﬁgure out the truth of what took
place there, then the reason behind the agenda and
lies of history begin to fall into place, and the given
story starts making sense where it otherwise fails to..
Gives greater clarity even on WWII, and nearly every
signiﬁcant historical event that has taken place the
last 3,600 years:
http://penelope.uchicago.edu/.../History_of_Egypt/2*.h
tml...
PENELOPE.UCHICAGO.EDU

LacusCurtius • Manetho's History of Egypt
— Book II
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Albert Freud Nick Panos Josephus is Piso Flavian
Dynasty and worthless.
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Rob Ward Albert Freud question? So the Iggy are the
edomites whom are fake Jews who worship the devil
correct?
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Albert Freud Rob Ward Some of them, yes, but it'sStuart
more the fact that they are fake Hebrews. Jews and
Hebrews are not the same thing, but there are Hebrew
Jews from the 13th Tribe of Dan.
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Nick Panos Yeah, Flavius is one of those types of
guys, I'd like to resurrect, just so I can kill him again..
but much slower this time..
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Anita Vanput Saving for later!I do not know my father's
YDNA...Talking about Africa...My maternal hg reaches its
highest percentage in the world today in a few tribes in
Kenya ,.Now ,in Kenya .I found one tribe is called the
Gurage.The maternal grandmother of Haile Selassi is from
that tribe .I do not know if she had it .But,the Emperor is
said to have had B rh neg blood .So ,I have been going in
circles and can little actually on these tribes .As to how ,this
very rare and old maternal line reaches its peak in African
tribes.It is not African .Lord ,I do not know if I can absorb all
of this at once!TY
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of such a Tangled web which after reading it's not such a
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Donna Panzarella Thank you for informing me. I ﬁnd it
very interesting.
Like · Reply · 39w

Sabrina Ramirez Well well well I know Much about this Iam
rh negative bloodlines and connected also because of many
of my past lives #lilth
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Sabrina Ramirez Your back
Like · Reply · 39w

Dion Mckinney Why do people that share the same blood
type are from diﬀerent races then? I wonder
Like · Reply · 39w

Stuart Perkins Interbreeding...dominant and
recessive traits.
2
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Rob Ward Stuart Perkins this should all be common
knowledge. We need to stop all the ﬁghting.
2
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View 4 more replies
Maryann Hunwick Thank you Albert FreudAlbert, i love
these posts. Need to get my fathers lineage.
1

Like · Reply · 39w

Melissa Konwalski Sarah Golston
Like · Reply · 39w

😮😮😮 woe
1

Albert Freud Trey Matrixbreaker
Like · Reply · 39w

Lwanda Usapho Lucwaba How does the narrative in the
URANTIA ﬁt into all of this because all these races are
spoken of there but in a very subtle and gloriﬁed manner, I
have learnt to understand it as the most credible source
that explains the origins and evolution of our planet. Maybe
the details were so concealed so as to have a gradual
unfolding of this information which you are now fast
forwarding. The 3 races you mention are there known as
Andonites, Nodites and Adamites.
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Hope Antoinette I asked the pastor that baptized me Stuart
when I was 18 who Lilith was, he refused to answer me, and
told me to only read the New Testament.
10
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Albert Freud LOL.
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Anita Vanput Some Christians do only use the New
Testament.Saying the only reason the Old Testament was
included was basically because of unfulﬁlled
prophecies......Albert..what do you think about Urantia ?
There is a lot people do not know ..Daddy broke a promise
to me to send me to a school for Hebrew and Greek...I had
forgotten.I have problems with these ways of thinking .I
have no way of knowing with all certainty what an of it
really means .Just bothersome things irk me to no end
...they do not add up .Oh ..and that Yeshua came and
fulﬁlled the prophecy and the Law of Moses no longer
applied to Christians!And now ..there are so many books
and even the ancient scripts...I wish I could debate with my
father .Talk to him .But,I cannot .The thing about Adam and
Eve and all the other pre ﬂood people having become
extinct.That by miracles God caused races to be born
.Seems all too simplistic now .
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Albert Freud Many are learning the truth through my
posts, and it's hard to grasp for some.
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Albert Freud It's because the Torah was brutal.
Satanic teachings.
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Denise M. Skjordal This is one of the truths my
husband refuses to believe. That the Bible is a lie.
3

Like · Reply · 36w

Hope Antoinette Albert Freud I thank you for the
truth.
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Albert Freud Denise M. Skjordal It's not though. It's
the fact that the God they are following was Enlil at
ﬁrst, then Satan / Saturn / Set.
2
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Albert Freud It only mentions the creation of the
AllFather once at the beginning of Genesis, then never
again, so humanity was worshiping false Gods,
basically.
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Anita Vanput I was trying to ﬁnd this book to read.It
is not found .Amazon came up with the title and there
the page says ,it is not found.It seems to be written as
a horro ﬁction presentation.Wow.
Like · Reply · 36w

Albert Freud Read.
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Denise M. Skjordal So from my understanding weStuart
have been mislead?!
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Albert Freud Ea / Ptah / Enki, the being who made
us, was a 40 ft tall Indoasiatic and was mating with
everyone on two legs to upgrade the species.
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Denise M. Skjordal Albert Freud yes. I've read all or
most of all your posts.
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Albert Freud The original teachings of the Hebrews
are the Kabbalistic ones. They brought the knowledge
to Babylon through Daniel the Prophet and he created
the 13th Tribe who were the RH- Hebrew Jews, but at
the same time, blending all the teachings which
included the Satanic Jews Talmudic ones.
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Albert Freud So at it's core, Judaism and Islam both
are Satanic and Isa was the only son of the Father.
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Anita Vanput Albert Freud ..Isa is the Irish name of
Yeshua?
Like · Reply · 36w

Anita Vanput http://runesecrets.com/runemeanings/isa
RUNESECRETS.COM

Isa – Rune Meaning – Rune
Secrets
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Anita Vanput any connection?
Like · Reply · 36w

Albert Freud Anita Vanput It's his Moorish name.
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Monica Bland Albert Freud when did Set take over?
When did Enlils reign end? Anyway to correlate it in
the Bible?
Like · Reply · 1w

Albert Freud Monica Bland Yes, the destruction of
Babylon / Sumeria~
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Rochelle Barton Wow! That is the coolest information!!
Right! Now I'm super interested!! 😁😁
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Rochelle Barton Wow!! my partner is very logical!! And
doesn't deal with emotions so great as it feels foreign to him
and strange especially the vulnerability feeling that love
brings and is still getting used to feelings it's kinda cute but
now I'm really understanding this.. ok.
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Doug Perkins Roderick Perkins this is awesome
information! And you can learn a lot from people who
comment on his posts as well.
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